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Developing A Statewide

Library Network,
by

Alphonse F. Trenia
Execulfue Director

NalLmal Commission on
Libraries and Information Science

11w last time la s in Minnesota. I _ttended
a meeting of the Minnecota Library Associa-
tion which was held in some exotic place
ii the mountains or lake country. I gat
ther.. and discovered that there weren't
any scheduled meetings .you were
relaxing, loafing and cnioying the after-
noon. When you finally started the late
afternoon meeting, you for about an
hour and then continued telaxing agairL I
said to my friend. Boh FUME "What does
MLA do?" He said: "We enjoy our con-
ferences."

told someone 1 wanted to share a bicen-
tennial trivia note with you. I came across
an item which stated that on June 19, 1775,
James Winthrop, the Librarian of Harvard
College, dosed the Harvard library, picked
up his musket and went oft to join General
John Stark's troop. He fought valiantly,
was wounded, and thus became the first
American librarian to shed his blood for us
on behalf of his American freedom and
independence. I thought you'd like to know
that. In fact, the statement made the
recommendation that the American Library
Association set up a John Winthrop Award.

Developing a statewide library network is
the topic that is on the program. I guess
there are many ways to approach that
topic arid it depends on where you want to
start. I could start by telling you what we
do In Illinois and how we've done it. I
could start by telling you what the State
of Wa3hington has tried to do, or New York,
or Indiana, or Michigan, or even Minnesota.
The important thing is not to worry so
much about the past, but to worry about

where you're going. I read in one of the
jouniais that MinneAta had managed tc
have a victory with the ilegisiature recently,
that instead of getting completely cut,, yon
managed to restore most of what you had
hoped to get to fund your State program. I
think it was S4.1 million for the biennium,
instead of $5 million. You got $4 million,
and I think they wanted to give you $.2

sc-Nmething like that. Well, that's
gleat to ge t $4.1 million. I, thought it vi.is
for a yew. Then, Bob Rohtf told me that
it was for the biennium. I say: Mionesea,
SIIANIE you have 4 million people; that's
only rifty cents per capita. it 5ems to :me
that it's time you did better thasi that.
You've had Systems for a long time; in
Minnesoti, a lot longerahan many statel.
You've done very well irt many ways, tr.4
still have a long way Co go.

In t rying to develop statewide cooperation,
there's really no magic to it And there's
really no purposc to it unless you unuck-
stand why you're doing it. I've been saying
the last few months that you and I a5

librariaas are unique in many ways in that
we dedicate our lives to sei'zing people.
Were not in a profession taut payt a lot.
It's not bad compared to what it used to,
be, but it certait-ily isn't as good as doctors,
lawyers, etc. We really work, not for our-
selves. but AT the people we serve. We work
in our libraries whether they're small, or
medium, ur large, to serve our clientele.
Cooperation and itatewide networks are of
no va7ue if they don't enhance that goal of
serving people. So then, your goal in Minute-
sota is no different than the Cconmission
has for the Natien as a whole. The goal
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co make sure that each anti every resident
ftate of Minnesota has access to the

resources they want, when they wont it,
regardless of the reason for the request,

ago, if y,ou wanted to borrow books
on interhbrary loan, \you had to be in an
academie kistitution, you had to be doing
ordginal research, or be a faculty member.
Public libraries occasionally got around

strictures hwt, gerwrally
lwas a, verv tight rule. It's oMy been in the
last f, to years, ma.,,he on years in 1,orne
states, hut five years in most states, that
the relaxation of that rule of interlibrary
loan has3taken place.

We maintain at the Gommission and I ant
sure you must think this too that it's
reatly none of our business why a person
warus a book. They have a right to it,
whotna they happen lo be a scholar, a lay
person, a thild, u housewife, yoo aame it.
And, if they want it, chat's good enough
for us, How do we roako sure, then, that an
individual who lives in a small town of 500
or LOW people has the same general access,
riot in thne miod you, but in matehal, as a
student at the University of Minnvsota who
has a tremendous collection at his nngeo
tip%and has an automatic ;tie-in to a nation-
vitt network, as inuperfoet as it is at this
moment, through interilibrar,r Tibat's
it) r toal.

One of the pr btems with senrice ish
have to share in order to serve. CV we're

going, to serve everybody, We'ra going to
have to share what We have, Sharievg is easoer

said than done. Lihrariansi have talked
cooperation as long as I can remember. 1

to4i, someone earlier tonight that Idecided
to become a librarian when I was in the
eighth grade. I don't quite remember
hearing this in the eighth grade, but ter.
Willy when II was in high school, heard
about liiihrallans cooperating. But, as I look
back now, we gave it lip service. Oh, we've
had certain basic things we've always done,
but when ilt really comes right down to it
we only cooperate if we think we're going
to benefit. And, if you read in lIitliois
Libtradirs an article I wrote some years ago,

I gave the definition of cooperation as
''Whiat can Ido for yOu?" That's the whole
defiant:len. When people in Illinois used to
say to me "If I join, what do I vot out of
it?' I'd say, "Nothing and don't lioin do
not become part of the Illinois network

because all you wiIl do is hurt it, You'll
hurt }oursel f and you'll hurt the network
because your attitude is wmng. You're in
it only to get something. You're not going

truly look at the good of the whole,
're going to look at the good of your-
and your institution, and that's not

ci enough,'

?our primary clientele is your immediate
responsibility. But your rerponsibility in-
cludes all of the citizens of the State of

. in Inv oase, all the citi7ens in
the United States. I told this to some people
who are involved wi th the Regional Medical
Library Network They were shocked that

would sugge4 that they had a respons-
ibility greater th an their own clientele
the doctors, nurses, and all. Do you know
why? Because they look at it from a defen-
sive attitude of protecting what they have_
We ail want to protect our territory. But it's
not your territory, it's only yours for a
ernporary time while you're passing
through. It's yours to share; it's paid for by
taxpayer's money. I don't care if you're in
a private institution or a public institution.
There is not a private institution in this
coiontry which does not get public foods in
sonic way, shape. or form. To some extent
all of us are beholden to each other, and
the first Message it to drop the shackles of
your tertitory and say "What can I do for
you, the citizens of the State of Minne-
sota?" Ten, you've got a chance, and
you're not going to worry whether too
much money goes to public libraries, or to
the state lihraries, or the universities, or
anybody else. Ard, for those of you who
ate in large librazies, such as the University
of Minnesota, I read you a quotation: "TO
whom much is given, much is required,"
(Luke. Chapter 12, verse 48), and that's a
Cact spoke at a meeting of the Associa.
?ion of Research Libraries about a month

Intjg out for the third time in less
onths, that they are the

"have them is given the major
responsibility for making nationaD net-
Working operate. In thh State of Mintesota,
it is the large institutions the Minneapdis
Public Library, St. Paul public Library,
Hennepin County Library, University of
Minnesota Library, St. Cloud State, and
Mankato, rhey are the ones I can remena-
her, and the ones which seem to have the
large collectione, in this State. It's their

sponsibility to preprre to give, to ghre,
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and to give. As they say in tke Umted Way,
Give until it hurts, and them giiTe again."

Only then de you have a chance of getting
the support. on need from your state
legislature. If you wait,- to get the state
legislature to support a statewide coopera-
tive progiram, you're going to have to do
more than talk t.,bout it, and you're goire
to have to show how it wodis and what
would happen if you don't get the money
to continue it.
You should work toward devOooing a sngle
multitype librar), network. You have
eleven systems in Minnesots. Now, these
systems should cover geJgraphiically the

whole State. If they don't, the State
Library should extend tie borders so thcy
do. Whether ail the counties have entered
or not is immaterial. Draw the boundaries,
and say to county A, when you decide to
join, that's your system. Whark you have
done is ended the problem of who govs
where At some point you have to make
decisions; that's the first one. Okay, now,
you have the State carved up into eleven
systems and geographically everybody's
covered. AL the moment, they're simply
public library systems, and that's your
first problem. isn't it? How are you ping
to make a change in the law so they become
a system, which worries about the needs,
problems, and services of academic libmries,
pubfic libraries, special iibraries, and of
school libraries? it's simple. It really is_

About six or seven yeaLi ago in Illinois,
when I was still at the American Library
Association, I was Chairman of the Illinois
Library Association Library, Development-
Legislation Committee. I perceived the
problem and decided the easiest way to
handle it was to take the existing state
agency, the State Library, and to amend its
laws to give it the authority and responsi-
bility to coordinate tota library service. I
worked on a draft of the taw with the staff
of the State Library. We bad hoped to
introduce the bin the year before I became
DiTector of the State Lihraly, but, for somc
reason, it was decided at the last moment
that it wasn't a propitious time to intro-
duce' the bin. Shortly after I became the
Director of the State Library. I took the
bill, vmich had not been introt;t:ced, re-
worked it, u\pdated it, and introduced it.
Who do you think fomied my greatest
opposition some of the past members of
Me staff of the State :Library. When 1 was

going to do iL for them, it was greaL when
I was going to do it because now I was
Statle Librarian, that was power grab. But,
if you're not accused of power grabs, you're
not a true State Librarian.
rhe State Library is the only legal libr ry
agency you have in this State of Minnesota.
You, don't call it State Library. You
`ciave a fancy name for it OPLIC, or
something like that. It' you'd pardon a
personal aside, I think it is not as effective
as it might be because you cut away part of
its guts, and it only has one piece of its
responsibility. It still is, however, the only
state ageney that can coordinate your total
syste'n. Don't ci.Jate a new one. The hardest
thing to do today is to try to get the legis-
lature to create a new agency. They won't
do it. If you want to delay, if you want to
sabotage state library systems in the State
of Niunneseta, advocate a new agency.
You'll kill it immediately, because it is
considered creating new bureaucracy and
today that's. not very popular. We want to
give pow-er back to the people whateve..
that means. So, if you want to advocate a
new agency, great, that will put you hack
ten more years. Now, if you want: action,
you take OPLIC and revise the law so that
it epresents all types of kbrades. Let's not
give it operating authority, nor direct
authcinty, because that's not what it ineeds;,
only coordinating authority and respons-
ibility. OPLIC should have responsibility
for develloping and coordinating tota coop-
erative library serivices for the State of
Nfinnesota including academic, school],
public, and special libraries. What is needed
[is a mandate by the legislature, It doesn 't
specify how to do it, and it doesn't say
OPLIC can tell public, academic, school
and special libraries what to do. It simply
says that they have planning and coordi-
nating responsibility.

The'fiest step, then, is to get the legislative
authority. Obviously, that agency has to
have at least minimal staff to do the inb.
That means 'it has to have a staff that has
some expertise In the areas of academic
librarianship, public librarianship, school
librarianship, special librarianship, planning
and evaluation. You need a staff that has
this kind of strength.

told you about the law which was passed
in Illinois which gave the State Library
responsibility. It was interesting that the

4
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lawyer who handled the bill for the Secre-
tary of State under which I operated was
very enthusiastic, and he somehow thought
that I should have more authority than
wanted. The law includes in it a State
Library Advisory Committee. They didn't
have operating authority. They were
advisory, however, they were strong and
effective enough so that the State Library
I'm pleased to say in the last seven years,
never failed to follow their advice. In other
words. I never went against the advice of
the Committee. Do you know why? I made
sure I selected the strongest persons in the
State to serve 35 membe rs of the Committee.
We respected each other, even when we
disagreed strongly. When we finally agreed
on a decision, we all accepted it and lived
wi th IL

No matter how well you word the bill,
you may end up with some wording in it
which you have to change. It is easy to
change if these are technical changes. If
you write the law properly, you shouldn't
have to change the substance of it. All the
law has to say is that the State Library has
the responsibility. You spell it out very
generally; you do not get too specific. If
we, in Illinois, wrote our bill with too
much detail and specificity, we would be
in serious trouble. Do you know why? We
would lose our flexibility.

Where you get into the necessary detail is in
your rules and regulations which you
develop later after the law is passed and,
even then, you try not to make it too
detailed. That's the problem in Washington,
ac., today. One of the comments made
by President Ford, with which I agree, has
to do with ioireoregulation in Washington.
In other words, some agencies write such
detailed regulations in order to implement
the law that the regulations are ten times
as long as the law. They're so afraid of
themselves they hedge every possible prob.
lem ,and exception. They really are well-
meaning people, believe me, but they think
or every possible problem and they hedge
and hedge and by the time they are through,
they're in a morass of detail. You go to
Washington and say, "Can I do this?" it will
take them three days to find out if you
can do It. Make sure your law is written so
it gives specific responsibility but leaves
details to rules and regulations. We drafted
the rules and regulations for the Illinois

Systems Act at the same time we drafted
the Act. Many of you may not remember
this, but Bob Rohlf was our Project Direc-
tor and did the study for us in Illinois. We
finished developing the plan and the recom-
mendations by the end of October. Bob
was under contract with us until the end
of December. I asked Bob to draft sug-
gested roles and regulations. The advantage
was that people who worried about how we
were going to interpret the law could
review the draft of the rules arid regula-
tions. They saw a package. 'They saw not
only the law, but also how the State
Library intended to implement the law.
That removed some of the fears that we
had from people who thought we might
get too much authority. So, it's another
suggestion to keep in mind.

You, have the law. But the law is only a
piere of paper. What mekes it work is
people. You have to have faith, and you
have to have no fears. There are two things
that cause most of our problems today
fear and funding. As I said once before, I
think fear is a more serious problem. The
fear that we're going to lose our authority,
the fear that we're going to lose our
clientele. There are some small libraries in
filinois, I'm sure there must be some in
Minnesota, too, that won't join a coopera-
tive because they're afraid their patrons
who have access to othee libraries will stop
going to their own. That's a real fear.
Mother fear comes from those who seem
to think the minute they join a network
they'll be inundated with users. I said to
one fairly decent size public library in
Illinois who had this fear "It's unlikely
that you would suddenly be flooded with
patrons from the surrounding area; believe
me, it won't happen." It's unique when a
library is flooded with new patrons. Merry
libraries have a nonresident clientele. They
come in and unless you have a guard at
the door who checks the identification at
every person, you don't know who is really
using your library a resident or a non-
resident. If you join a cooperative, you are
going to have some increase in users.

Usually, in the first month or two, but
then it sett:es down.

It reminds me of the problems of integra-
tion. Some years ago when we were fighting
the battle of integration of libraries, the
Blacks in one of the Southern cities fought
hard to Integrate the local public library.

5
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They went to court, and they integrated it.
But in order to not have the Blacks sit, the
library removed all the tables and ehairs
for everybody so it was only a standup
library. After about the second month, the
use by Blacks dropped to practically nil.
And, of course, they put the tables and
chairs back. Someone asked one of the
Black leaders what happened. After fight-
ing so hard to integrate that library, why
did they give up? He said, "We didn't give
up, we fought for the principle, and estab-
Rshed the principle. We don't need the
central library, we're satisfied with our own
branch. We want the right to go there when
we need it." That's the point of coopera-
tion. People want the right to use your col-
lection when they need it. They dorl't want
it everyday. They're satisfied with their
own library with its strengths and weak-
nesses. They're going to use you only when
they need you as a supplement. Now there
are exceptions but, generally speaking,
that's the rule. So drop your fears about
what cooperation is going to do to you in
terms of over.use, over-abuse if you like
that term better. Say to yourself. "in the
long run I will benefit."

Let me tell you another reason why you're
going to benefit. There's not enough money
today, as you well know. We're living in a
time when we are experiencing a combina-
tion of recession and inflation. Money is
tight. People are voting against bond issues
of all kinds. The Federal Government wants
to cut Federal library funds. The state
governments are doing the same thing.
We're all having problems, right? We recog-
nim the fact that there are financial prob-
lems today. But, I remind you that five
years ago the problems were different, and
I remind you that a year from now they'll
be different again. There never is a good
time to ask for money for library programs.
I've never known a good year in my 26
years of library work. Every year is a bad
one. Sharing of resources and working
cooperatively does result in a more cost-
effective use of our limited funds.
When I went to the Illinois legislature in
1964 to fight for the systems money, I was
told by librarians that it was a bad year.
'The State was having a battle for reappor-
tionment. We had a Governor who was
Democratic; the Senate was Republican;
the House was Democratic. I was told all
'kinds of dire reasons why we wouldn't get

funding. I was told that I should not be
too upset if our efforts failed the first
time that it generally took two or three
tries to get new legislation passed. And, I
was furious. I was Chairman of the Com-
mittee, and I pounded on the table and I
said, "That's not the way it is going to be.
If you think it is, don't participate. You
should only stay in this room if you are a
believer. Either you believe with me that
it's going to work the first time or leave.
We don't need doubters." Everybody
stayed. We were believers, and we did it.
Do you know how we did it? We were com-
mitted. We believed in it, and we worked
like crazy. And we worked together as one
unit. We, in effect, forgot our differences;
we buried them. Academic librarians fought
as hard for the Public Library Act as
public librarians did, and school and special
librarians as well. That's what amazed the
legislature that everybody was for the
same program.
So, in Minnesota, if you want to really
move on to total cooperation, you're only
going to do it if ycei do it together. You
have to forget the fact that the University
of Minnesota is unique, and that Minneapolis
Public Library has problems and work for a
common goal. And, you should not devise
legislation that is limited to one special type
of library. I am not sure we can support
large urban libraries by special funding.
That's not the way it's going to happen. If
you do it right, they'll get that help. put
don't separate it as special legislation
make it part of a package a total package.
Make it equitable so you can sell it to the
rural people, the urban legislators, and to
the legislators in the viburbs, as well.

In Illinois, for example, we had the prob-
lem of Chicago and down State. With the
library program, we didn't have that prob-
lem. We made sure that there was equity in
the program which was developed. Chicago
represents 31 percent of the population in
the State of Illinois. They are getting
approximately 29 percent of the State
funds from the fonnula we devised. That
was close enough, We had the Chicago
votes and the down State legislators
couldn't complain about Chicago getting
too much because they were getting their
fair share based on population, and that
was fine In other words, you work at
developing equity, but you avoid catering
to special interests. That doesn't mean in
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developing a program and the funding for .
mules that you don't consider the special
problems, but you don't overemphasize
the special problems. Instead of giving
special attention to Minneapolis Public
Library, Hennepin County Library, or the
University of Minnesota Library, you plan
for resource centers. You indicate you
require three, maybe five, resource centers
and that funds are needed to pay for actual
services provided. Accountability is what it
is. You don't give flat grants. You provide a
mall base grant and fees based on transac-

tions. For example, we give the University
of Illinois a flat grant of $40,000 per year
plus $1.10 per search and $2.20 per fill.
Every time they search a request they get
$1.10. If they fill the request, they get an
additional $2,20, Then, it's easy to show
the legislature why a given number of
thousands of dollars will provide for a
specific number of loans_ We did so much
it -..ost so much. That's easy; that's

ountabil ity

When it come s. to systems, it's a little hit
different. You can't devise your services on
the same cost basis. You can't measure
what it costs to give audio-visual services,
children's consultant services, collection
building assistance, and the strengthening of
the local library in many other ways. That's
hard to measure so you must try to do so
in terms of total services. Where you can
develop measurable statistics, you must do
so. I said the other day, in a meeting in
Washington, that "Whether you like it or
not, we cannot have just qualitative stan-
dards; you must have standards which are
quantitative with qualitative interpreta-
tions." If you don't have quantitative
standards, forget it. If you go to a legislator
and say I want exemplary library services,
he says, "What's that?" If you say I want
to increase my collection from 50,000 to
60,000 and it's going to cost X number of
dollars to do, he understands. When you say
you have to have four staff members at
$10,000 each, he understands it. However,
when you say I want to have a better staff,
that doesn't translate to costs that are
understandable. Performance budgeting is
needed you have to be able to measure
services.

You've got to develop expanded and new
service programs and that requires long
range planning. Your State Library Agency
has been required for the last four years to

have a tiveyear long-range plan in order to
meet the requirements of the Library See-

and Construction Act. This plan is
developed according to a certain planning
model. There are lots of planning models,
but the particular one that we were taught
and have to use is called the CIPP model:
Context, Input, Process, Product, in that
order. It's continuous planning and evMua-
tion At each stage of CIPP planning, you're
doing all four things. You're constantly
planning and evaluating. The Office of
Library and Learning Resources, U.S. Office
of Education, had the Ohio State Univer-
sity School of Education, Evaluation
Center, teach us the model and how to use
it. The first year's plans weren't the
greatest, but the second year's was better,
and the third year's even better. Each year
we have to revise tin_ plan. What you have
is a five-year plan starting with the current
year. Next year you eliminate the previous
year and add the next year it's a constant.
cycle. The state agencies now have four
years experience. We've learned pretty well
how to do it. In some states, Illinois for
example, we now require it for all of our
systems. Starting January 1, 1976, a
system, to qualify for its funds, must file
with the State Library a five-year plan
which has to mesh with the State Library's
five-year plan. We urge the systems to
require their member libraries to develop a
five-year pin which will mesh with the
system's plan. In other words, if you're
going to do planning, it really has to be
from the bottom up, as well as from the
top down. With such planning, you can
have accountabMty at the local level,
system level, or state level. You'll be better
able to justify your budget request to the
state legislature.

It takes time. When I first learned the
intricacies of planning, I threw up my
hands aPd said, "I'm going to have to have
two full.time people doing nothing but
planning." The faculty at Ohio State said
to me, "So," and I said, "I can't afford
that much staff." Well, I didn't start out
that way, but I worked it out. I discovered
that I had to give one staff member full
responsibility for planning and provide
some other people part-time. I, too, had to
spend considerable time on planning. Pretty
soon, we did learn to do our planning more
efficiently.
It was really most satisfying when, at the

7
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end of the first year while working on our
first revision, we looked at all the things
that we said we would do and saw what
we had accomplished. It was gratifying. For
the first time we could actually see that
what we had planned really worked. We
were able to change the plan in those areas
which weren't successful. What did all this
accomplish? Well, it gave people faith in the
State Library, When we stated that, "Effec-
tive at a certain date academic libraries will
be part of the network," they were part of
the network. People had faith that it would
work. And, when we said, "On a certain
date special libraries would be part of the
network," they consequently became
members.

Before I left the State, there was some con-
cern that school libraries would not be
invited to join the statewide network on
January I. 1976. as scheduled_ I made sure
before I left that the policy decision pre-
viously agreed to was implemented. In
Blinois, today, every type of library has the
option, voluntarily, to join the statewide
system. Now, what axe they getting for it?
At this point they are getting only two
services: interlibrary loan and reference.
But we built flexibility into our policy for
system participation. In any given system,
the system in working with its member
libraries, academic, special, school, and
public, can provide as much additional
actidties and services as it wants. One of
the systems, for example, has adopted a
reciprocal library card that can be used in
the member academic, special, public, and
school libraries. There are certain baeic
services that systems must agree to provide.

But, beyond the basics, each system is

challenged to develop for its area those
services that can meet their speciW needs

and give attention to any special problems
peculiar to the system. Every part of the

State is different. Flexibility is the key
word. You build on basics_ Everybody must
do the basics. Beyond that, each system

mtest be challenged to cicerelop varied and
effective services and programs and each
system thus challenges the nest one. If one
system does- it, the members in the other
system ask why they can't do it. In States
as large as Minnesota or Illinois, you're
always going to have diversity. You're
going to have weak systems; you're going

to have strong systems; you're going to
have some average systems. You will never

have all strong systems. That' just not
normal.

The important point of it is that you can
move ahead if you want to_ Minnesota can
have total cooperation tomorrow if it
wants to. You have to do more than talk
about it. You have to make decisions, and
you have to take action. We all go to con-
ventions ALA, MLA, and the °them We
all talk about what we're going to do; we
all get excited and then we go home and
that's it. We go home, and we're so busy
doing the daily work that we never do any
of the things we discussed at the conven-
tion. Why don't we follow-up on our good
intentions? Because we don't provide for
the proper follow-up. We don't get the
necessary commitment of time from our
institutions and their staff that's the
problem. We should not bite off more
than we can chew in any one period of
time or even in a year. We should take one
or two tasks and implement them rather
than have a grandiose plan and do nothing.

In developing systems in Illinois, we started
with public libraries; then academic; then
special; and, finally, school libraries_ We
added them one at a time. When we first

arted, our plan was to develop a multitype
libraiy system in the following order:
public, school, academic, and special. In
reality, it didn't work out that way. Reality
dictated public, academic, special, then
school. School was the most difficult. Why?
First, there were more of them. Second,
they were the ones who had the least
number of professional librarians and
library service. Third, they're the ones who
seem to threaten everybody more than
anybody else. There were many reasons
why the schools became the last to be
added. But, the fact that we told the
schools that ttwy would definitely be in-
cluded meant they supported our program
from the beginning. Do you know when we
fulfilled our commitment to support school
libraries? Three years ago the school librar-
ians came and said, "Okay, you've been so
successful with public library legislation
we want to get a bill through on school
library service, and we want you to help us
get it through." Fine. Through the Library
Development Committee of the Illinois
Library Association we helped draft the
legislation. In the process, we argued and
debated. The public librarians and the
academic librarians became interested in
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the problems of school libraries and pro-
idded profession0 input along with school
librarians. We shaped a bill which was
acceptable to the Committee. Last year we

roduced it, worked for it, and success-
fully passed it. Unfortunately, the Governor
vetoed it. And it really hurt; it was the first
major piece of library legislation that we
lost. The legislation passed again this year.
The Governor, toward the end of the
session, announced a shortage of funds,
invoked a 6 percent cut across the board,
killing all new programs. He, again, vetoed
the school library bill. Now, you know, it's
hard and discouraging. For two solid years
school librarians and other professional
librarians in the State worked very hard to
pass that la. What are they going to do
next year? What do you think they're going
to do? They are going to go hack to the
legislature again. They will not support the
Governor in this year's election.
The point I'm making is when you work
together even when you fail you still
pick yourself up and try again. You don't
give up if you believe in what you are
doing. Each time you fail, you study why
you failed in order to do a better job next
time. For example, one of the reons the
first school bill was not signed was that we
didn't do a good enough job of tadking to
the Governor and his staff about the bill.
We worked harder the second time, but the
unusually tight economic situation hurt.
So, each time you learn.
Let me summarize my major points. If
you want to develop a statewide li'irary
system in Minnesota which will Interface
with the national system, what you have to
do is try to get all types of libraries work-
ing together in one system. Don't set up an
academic system, a public library system,
school system, and special library system
and then coordinate them. You will end up
with five levels of bureaucracy instead of
one. It's not necessary. One system is
enough; one bureaucracy is plenty. So,
work toward that gcod. If you can't do the
whole state at once, take the one or two
areas in the state that are ready and work
on those first. Let them be the examples
for the rest of the state. Don't force any-
body to join who doesn't want to. Keep
them out. All they're going to do anyway
is create disruption. We have 551 public
libraries in Minois. As of a month or two
ago, 642 had voluntarily joined the systems.

This represents 99% of the population. I
keep saying to my friends, the trustees of
those nine libraries, "I couldn't care less if
they never join the system because if they
don't believe in systems, they should not
be members."
One big problem is the fear of loss of local
autonomy. Everybody worries about auto-
nomy. What does it mean? There are three
elements, as I see it, that are basic to the
preservation of autonomy. First, to main-
tain control of the budget, the local budget,
not the system's. Secondly, you need to
maintain control of staff, including the
hiring and firing. Thirdly, control of acquisi-
tions and collection building. There are no
requirements in Illinois system membership
that affects any one of those three basic
rights. Expenditures of system or state
money is decided by the system not the
local members. The system board has
control over these funds, Those funds are
used to hire staff, or to buy books the
system has the decision-making authority.
You can clarify the autonomy problem if
you require people to define what they
mean. If you don't agree with my definition
make up your own. Hut get your definition
straight and make sure people know what
you're tWking about. If they disagree, have
them define their terms. Youll discover
that you are in agreement about 90 percent
of the time.
Why am I interested in Minnesota? I'm
interested in Minnesota because-you're part
of a national network that we're trying to
develop. The National Commission on
libraries and Information Science devel-
oped a plan. You've all seen it, I hope. If
you haven't seen it, then you're not a very
good professional librarian. If you haven't
read our national program document,
"Toward a National Program for Library
and Information Services: Goals for
Action," by now, something is lacking in
your continuing education, It's been avail-
able since July 1975 and it's free if you
write to the Commission. It costs $1.45 if
you write to the Government Printing
Office. The national program document is
the result of three years of work. It includes
the ideas, suggestions, and comments, from
many, many people all over the country.
The Commission held hearings in every
geographic region. In addition, there were
hearings for special groups. We met with
chool librarians, academic and special
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librarians, and with the private sector,
you name the group, we met with them.
With their input, we developed a program
document. The program document is a
concensus document. It has something in it
for everybody. I'm sure you've been rearlin
reactions to it in the literature lately. You
get a variety of views. Some think it 's
great. Some think it's not so great. There
are Cour articles and an editorial in the
current issue of tihrary Juurncl. Read
them, and make 1,=our own judgments. But,
before you make your judgment. read the
national program document itself. Don't
believe what vou read about it read it,
and then decide for yourself. One criticism
is that this document is oriented toward
data processing and the private sector.
What's interesting is that the private sector
and the data processing people have accused
the Commission in writings and meetings of
being captive to the librarians. In other
words, I don't know a group that doesn't
think that we have represented the other
group better. What that means is that there
is a reasonable balance. The important
thing that counts is not whether you agree
with every word and idea, but tbat you
agree with the implementation of a national
program. Let's not spend the rest of our
lives redrafting and refining a document. I
could have had a nice easy job in Washing-
ton by simply doing drafts for the next ten
years. It's easy. But. you see. I just can't do
that because I believe in action. I said to
the Commission that I wanted to work with
them because I believed in action and
implementation, not in writing drafts. We
finished the document and published it.
And now we are working for implementa-
tion. If we say we're going to implement
objective one which says to insure basic
minimums at the local level then you've
got to make sure that the legislation we
recommend does the job you think neces-
sary to insure basic minimums in the State
of Minnesota. If we say, then, that we've
got to strengthen state library resour=es,
you've got to be sure that the legislation
exists and the ideas we push do exactly that.

We are often asked if we are going to go
local, state, regional and national in that
order. Our plan is to work at the local,
state and national level. Where regionals
exist, we will work with them to the
extent that they have a program which tits
the national program. Regionals work

hette in some a- han they do in others.
where the states are

iimited in population and large in areas.
They become an unnecessani burden for
strong states. They become a necessary
operation with many states. WICHE is one
of the best examples of a regional organiza-
tion. They have a couple of states that
could be on their own. California, for
example, has been in WICHE for a long
time, but their participation is minimal
compared to some of the other states. We
do not get involved in each regional organi-
..ation. We don't try to de term ine their
viability or whether one is good and another
weak. We simply point out the problems
and raise the difficult questions. You can
join the national network as it develops
through the State of Minnesota. You don't
have th go through any regional organiza-
tion. However, that doesn't mean you can't
participate through a regional if voa
desire.

Briefly, what is a national ne nik'? First
of all, it's not a monolithic network. The
best example, I suppose, is the telephone
company. You pick up a phone. arid you
can call anv place in the world. The
number of telephone companies involved
are many. I used to live in a world of
illusion thinking that Bell had everything.
I got to Washington and discovered that
my phone is under UP. Chesapeake and
Potomac, not Bell and it works just as
well as Illinois Bell. We plan to work with
existing operations and coordinate them.
For example, the automated programs of
the Library of Congress, the Ohio College
Library Center, Ballots, the State of
Washington's automated system, etc., must
be coordinated. In addition, there is

MINITEX, the Research Libraries Group,
U.S. Book Exchange, SOLINFT, NELINET,
and many others. In other words, we hope
to pool what exists in an organizational
way, in a communications way, in an
operating way. We will improve what is
good; we'll ignore what doesn't work, and
we'll create new services and organizations
only when we need them. At the moment,
no Federal agency has the responsibility of
operating a national network. Current agen-
cies that could qualify, if given the legis-
lative mandate, are the Library of Con-
gress. the Office of Libraries and Learning
Reso=aices, and the National Commission
itselE A new agency could be developed,

1 0
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but I ean assure vou that this is the last
option. We're not sure of the answer
we're still working on it.

We will start with what we have, as I sug-

1 1

gested you do in Minnesota. Take your
existing agency and, if necessary, amend its
organic law to do the job of planning and
coordinating a statewide multitvpe library
network.


